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Abstract
Background and objectives—To examine the long term impact of workplace smoking bans on employee smoking cessation and relapse. Over three years we studied a total of 1033 current or former smokers (intervention group) employed in smoke-free hospitals and 816 current or former smokers (comparison group) employed in non-smoke-free workplaces. The design of this natural experiment is a prospective cohort study. We randomly selected both hospitals and employees from 12 strata based on hospital size and state tobacco regulations, and sampled employees in the same communities. Main outcome measures were post-ban quit ratio and relapse rate.

Research design—Between groups comparisons were conducted using the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel statistic for general association, stratified Cox proportional hazards models, and the CMH analysis of variance statistic based on ranks. McNemar’s test and the sign test were used to test for changes over time within each group.

Results—Differences in the post-ban quit ratio were observed between intervention and comparison groups (p < 0.02). For employees whose bans were implemented at least seven years before survey, the post-ban quit ratio was estimated at 0.256, compared with 0.142 for employees in non-smoke-free workplaces (p < 0.02). After controlling for a variety of factors, time to quit smoking was shorter for the hospital employees (p < 0.001), with an overall relative risk of quitting of 2.3. Contrary to expectations, relapse rates were similar between the groups.

Conclusion—Employees in workplaces with smoking bans have higher rates of smoking cessation than employees where smoking is permitted, but relapse is similar between these two groups of employees. The results of this investigation have international applicability for policy makers, clinicians, employers, and employees. Countries should review smoking policies in workplaces in light of new standards and reported predictors of compliance. The European Commission reports that passive smoking is responsible for over 22 000 deaths each year in the European Union. Many employers have used workplace smoking bans to address such concerns. In 1989, the Council of Health Ministers of the European Community adopted a joint resolution urging the 12 member states to adopt legislation restricting smoking in public places. Further, researchers from many countries have documented the important side benefit of workplace smoking bans—not only are non-smokers protected from ETS, but smokers who work in settings with such bans increasingly quit smoking. Since most adults spend over one third of their waking hours at work, workplace smoking bans have the potential to influence employees’ smoking behaviour both in and outside the workplace.

Smoking is a behaviour pattern that is highly resistant to change and relapse rates are high. It is estimated that up to 75% of smokers who quit will relapse within the first year. Among 17 million US adults who attempted cessation in 1991, only 14% were still abstinent 12 months later. While there are a number of studies of workplace smoking bans, they generally study employees at one workplace and are cross-sectional. Little is known about the longer term impact of such bans on cessation and relapse. This prospective study is aimed at filling this gap.

When the major hospital accrediting body, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), mandated smoke-free hospitals in 1993, it provided the opportunity for a natural experiment. We first studied US hospital compliance with the new standards and reported predictors of compliance. Next, in a cross-sectional study, we surveyed hospital and community employees about their smoking behaviour before and after the date of the hospital’s smoking ban. All community employees worked in locations where smoking was allowed. Despite pre-ban differences in smoking intensity, the overall difference in post-ban quit ratios remained significant even after multivariate adjustment for socioeconomic and demographic variables and smoking intensity. However, a cross-sectional study cannot address relapse and may not accurately estimate the true impact of the bans and resulting implications for mortality and...
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Therefore, we conducted this prospective study which includes an analysis of the impact of relapse on quit rates.

**Methods**

**HYPOTHESES**

We assessed the impact of a national workplace smoking ban on the smoking behaviour of employees. Our hypotheses were that full time employees of workplaces with smoke-free policies (total smoking ban) in comparison to employees of workplaces where smoking was permitted: (1) experience a higher post-ban quit ratio; (2) quit smoking sooner; and (3) have lower relapse rates.

**STUDY DESIGN**

We used a quasi-experimental design to compare employees in hospitals (where smoking was banned) to employees in the same communities who worked in locations where smoking was permitted. Taking advantage of this unique natural experiment, we surveyed hospital and community employees beginning in 1994. Respondents were re-surveyed twice to assess their smoking status prospectively.

The study had a two factor design (group and time) with repeated measures on one factor (time). A stratified random sample of US hospitals was used to ensure the accuracy of estimates and to provide adequate representation across hospital sizes and state characteristics. We used two levels of stratification. US states were divided into three groups based on intensity of tobacco cultivation and level of state tobacco taxation. These groups were further divided into four groups based on hospital bed size, yielding a total of 12 strata.

Our survey sample was chosen to detect a 5% difference in the quit rate with 80% power. Within each stratum we randomly selected at least two hospitals to achieve a representative sample of employees. To achieve the desired sample size of 1469, 26 hospitals were selected. Employees were randomly selected from lists provided by each hospital. Since only full time hospital employees were studied, all physicians were excluded. (Employed physicians account for only 1.2% of the total number of US hospital employees.)

The intervention group was full time hospital employees at least 18 years of age who were either current or former smokers at the time the smoking ban was implemented in their hospital. Assessment of smoking status was relative to the time the smoking ban was implemented in each hospital, whether or not the respondent was employed in the hospital at that time. The same date was used to assess smoking status of non-hospital employees in the same community. Since we began examining smoking status at the time of the ban in each hospital, we have data regarding smoking status for longer periods of time for employees of hospitals that banned smoking earlier.

Given the relation in the US between the first five telephone digits (excluding area code) and the place of residence, we used telephone numbers to select the community comparison group. This allowed some degree of matching between hospital and community employees by socioeconomic factors. While some caution should be exercised in the interpretation of findings, given the options available at the time of this natural experiment, this was the most practical choice for the selection of the comparison group. Since the smoking ban was implemented in all US hospitals, a randomised controlled trial was prohibited.

We surveyed all participants by telephone. Respondents to the first survey were resurveyed in each of the following two years. Only respondents who were continuously employed in workplaces with the same policy type (no-smoking or smoking) as they were at the first survey are included in this analysis. Few employees moved to workplaces with a different type of smoking policy (in fact, there were too few to analyse). The survey instrument was adapted from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey, and work of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.

**OUTCOME MEASURES**

Primary outcome measures were the post-ban quit ratio and relapse rate. Quit ratio is defined as the number of former smokers divided by the number of ever smokers (current and former smokers) at a given point in time. As we were interested in smoking cessation relative to the ban, we used the post-ban quit ratio, defined as the quit ratio at a particular time after the ban among ever smokers who were smoking when the ban was implemented. For the comparison group, measurement was similar, using time points relative to ban implementation in the corresponding community hospital. Relapse rate was defined as the percentage of smokers who were not smoking at the first survey and who resumed smoking. For example, in a hospital that banned smoking in 1990, we surveyed hospital employees in 1994 who were either current or former smokers at the time of the ban in 1990. We asked if they had quit or resumed smoking since that time. They were similarly assessed in the two subsequent surveys if they had not moved to a workplace that permitted smoking.

**STATISTICAL METHODS**

In all between-group comparisons, we accounted for the pairing of a hospital and community by treating each pair as a stratum. To determine whether the two groups differed on the post-ban quit ratio at specific time intervals, we used the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel statistic for general association for the last observation on a given subject. The result of a goodness-of-fit test indicated that the proportional hazards assumption was not violated. We compared the two groups for the time from implementation of the smoking ban to cessation of smoking with a stratified Cox proportional hazards model, using the most recent survey for a given subject. We included variables as covariates in the proportional hazards model if the hospital and community respondents differed significantly for a variable.
or if the variable was related to the post-ban quit ratio.

We determined whether changes occurred within each group from the first survey to the second, and also from the first survey to the third. Only subjects with data at all three surveys, and whose workplace smoking policy remained constant over all three years, were analysed. We used McNemar’s test to determine whether there was a change in smoking status for each group. Additionally, we addressed the question of whether the changes differed between the two groups. To compare the two groups on relapse rates, for those who were not smoking at the time of the first survey, we compared the two groups on smoking status at the second and third surveys using the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel statistic for general association.28 This test also compared the groups on smoking status at the second and third surveys for those who were smoking at the first survey.

Results

Participating hospitals were compared with all hospitals that returned a survey in an earlier phase of this study.30 Twenty six variables were used for the comparison, including profit status, size, staffing full time equivalents, presence of services (for example, psychiatric, patient education, American Cancer Society approved cancer programme, worksite health promotion), type of hospital (children’s, general medical/surgical, psychiatric), type of smoking policy, and whether the hospital provided smoking cessation assistance to its employees. Participating hospitals did not differ from all other hospitals on any of these characteristics.

Our response rates for the first survey were 84% for hospital employees and 66% for the community comparison group. Of the community respondents who completed the first survey, 57% completed the second survey and 48% completed the third survey. Of hospital respondents, 69% of the respondents from the first survey completed the second, and 59% completed the third.

At baseline the two groups differed on some characteristics, including age (p = 0.003), sex (p < 0.001), education level (p = 0.002), and job classification (p < 0.001). While the two populations differed statistically on age, the absolute difference was small. Mean age was 3.5 years higher among hospital employees. Consequently, in the Cox proportional hazards model these four variables were used as covariates to control for potential confounding. Although the two groups did not differ in social class, it was included in the model as it was related to the outcome variables. Race and pre-ban smoking intensity did not differ between the two groups.

Estimates of the post-ban quit ratios and 95% confidence intervals for the intervention and comparison groups are presented in table 1. Hospitals implemented smoking bans from 1987 to 1994, giving respondents a variety of start dates. Respondents from hospitals with later ban dates were followed for fewer years, causing numbers of respondents to appear to drop through time. There were significant differences for the post-ban quit ratios comparing the hospital and community employees for the first through seventh years post-ban (p = 0.001 to 0.02). At each of the time periods examined, the post-ban quit ratio for the hospital employees was higher than that for the community employees. The odds ratios for quitting, adjusted for hospital–community pairings, of hospital employees compared with community employees for the seven years ranged from 1.58 at five years post-ban to 2.40 at six years post-ban.

Cox proportional hazards model results (using the most recent survey for each subject) indicate that time to quit smoking was shorter for the hospital employees than for the community comparison group (p < 0.001), with an overall hazard ratio of quitting of 2.5 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1.8 to 3.6) (fig 1). It is important to note that a vertical line drawn through the graph at a given time does not represent a single date, but rather time since implementation of the smoking ban for each respondent. The confidence limits for the last two years are quite large because only one hospital implemented its ban in 1987, and three in 1988, leaving few respondents with eight or nine years of smoking history. After controlling for a variety of factors, such as socioeconomic and demographic characteristics (table 2), the hazard ratio decreased

Table 1  Post-ban quit ratio by time interval since implementation of smoking ban, US hospital and community employees, 1994-96

| Time* | Hospital employees | | | Community employees | | | | | | Odds ratio† |
|-------|-------------------|----------------|----------------|-------------------|----------------|----------------|-------|----------------|-------|
|       | n (quit/total)    | Quit ratio    | 95% CI         | p Value‡         | n (quit/total)    | Quit ratio    | 95% CI         | p Value‡         | Odds ratio† |
| 6 months | 24/816            | 0.030         | (0.018 to 0.041) | 0.016            | (0.009 to 0.024) | 0.115          | 1.66         |
| 1 year  | 42/808            | 0.052         | (0.037 to 0.067) | 0.026            | (0.019 to 0.039) | 0.019          | 1.77         |
| 18 months | 48/803           | 0.088         | (0.069 to 0.108) | 0.047            | (0.034 to 0.060) | 0.001          | 1.97         |
| 2 years | 75/766            | 0.098         | (0.077 to 0.118) | 0.061            | (0.047 to 0.076) | 0.003          | 1.72         |
| 3 years | 101/695           | 0.145         | (0.120 to 0.171) | 0.092            | (0.075 to 0.110) | 0.001          | 1.68         |
| 4 years | 120/625           | 0.192         | (0.162 to 0.222) | 0.119            | (0.097 to 0.141) | 0.001          | 1.83         |
| 5 years | 106/472           | 0.225         | (0.188 to 0.261) | 0.156            | (0.128 to 0.184) | 0.005          | 1.58         |
| 6 years | 90/323            | 0.279         | (0.231 to 0.326) | 0.141            | (0.107 to 0.175) | 0.001          | 2.40         |
| 7 years | 43/168            | 0.256         | (0.192 to 0.319) | 0.142            | (0.093 to 0.191) | 0.020          | 1.91         |
| 8 years | 18/78             | 0.231         | (0.141 to 0.321) | 0.213            | (0.134 to 0.291) | 0.762          | 1.12         |
| 9 years | 6/15              | 0.400         | (0.152 to 0.648) | 0.217            | (0.049 to 0.386) | 0.231          | 2.40         |

*Time 0 is not the same for each respondent since all bans were not implemented at the same time. Consequently, time is not cross-sectional across all respondents.

†For hospital employees compared with community employees. All odds ratios are adjusted for hospital–community pairings.

CI, confidence interval.
For hospital employees, di...
There are several limitations to this study. First, we must emphasise that this study is based on a “natural experiment”, the issuance of tobacco control standards by the JCAHO, and as such it is a quasi-experimental design. By eliminating the features and benefits of a randomised experiment, the ability to control for unmeasured confounders is lost. Nevertheless, there is a great deal that can be learned from a study of such design. In particular, in the area of policy research it permits the investigator to take full advantage of a naturally occurring event that could help shape public debate and policy. Thus, while we cannot claim that workplace bans cause smokers to quit, we can report that there is a statistical association that should be further explored.

There is a possibility that the quit rates could have been the same for the two groups in the study in absence of the smoking bans. However, our model took into account the pre-ban smoking intensity and we used phone numbers to select community workers that lived near hospital employees. There is also the possibility that the two populations may be dissimilar, in our comparison of the two groups we found several characteristics that were dissimilar and adjusted for these in the model. Additionally, our review of the literature and related data indicates that when physicians are eliminated from the population of hospital employees, the remaining employees are similar to the general population in their smoking rates.

Finally, it is possible that there may be recall bias in smokers’ ability to cite a quit date. It seems unlikely that one group’s recollection was more dependable than the other’s. Previous work indicates that such recall bias is small and may not be a problem given the questions we used were adopted from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey,22 which has been tested and found reliable and valid.23,24 And from the work of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institutes.25 26 27

The widespread adoption of total workplace bans could have major beneficial health effects. Indeed if there are to be further reductions in morbidity and mortality from smoking behaviour, interventions such as workplace bans that may provide cost effective ways to reduce smoking prevalence and eliminate exposure to workplace hazards, such as environmental tobacco smoke, should be considered. Since in most developed countries adults spend a considerable amount of their waking hours in the workplace, workplace behaviour may have an effect on behaviour out of the workplace. Similar results are found in smaller cross-section studies in southern Germany, Spain, France,22 Japan, Australia,11 and the USA.28 29 30 31 Therefore our results have application internationally, particularly in developed countries with similar workplace and employment conditions. Our study provides added support for the positive impact of working smoking bans on the health of employees.

What this paper adds

There is some evidence that workplace smoking bans lower smoking rates among employees, but most studies are cross-sectional and examine only one workplace. Little is known about the long term effects of smoking bans on cessation and relapse.

We studied employees of 12 hospitals across the USA where smoking was banned. Compared with employees in the same community in workplaces where smoking was allowed, quit rates were higher and time to quit smoking was shorter among employees of hospitals with smoking bans. Relapse rates were similar between the two groups.

Workplace smoking bans provide another opportunity to encourage smoking cessation and should be considered in the arsenal of strategies to reduce and prevent smoking among adults.
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Where have all the smokers gone?

Paul Hackett, of Lane Cove in Sydney, had just sat down for the 7.30 am Mass at Riverview College on Sunday when there was an announcement from the assistant to the parish priest. Did anyone in the congregation have matches or a cigarette lighter to light the candles? Pockets were patted and handbags searched, to no avail. Someone went over to the college, returning about five minutes into the Mass to light the candles. Mr Hackett thinks that, had there been a similar request about five minutes into the Mass to light the candles.

Source: Sydney Morning Herald 10 July 2001